English 102: Inquiry into the South

Grab a treat and some handouts at the front of the room!
Qualitative Research: What is it and how is it different from other types of research?
Qualitative Assignment Sheet and Template
Linking the SOS to the qualitative project …

- How does secondary source research inform qualitative research? What sort of role does it play?
- How can you use your SOS as a jumping-off point for your qualitative project?
In-Class Writing

• Reread your conclusion. Think about the issues you found with previous research on your topic. Where were the gaps? Where were the inconsistencies? Where does research seem to be conclusive?

• Based on a need you think previous research creates, draft three different research questions you could construct a qualitative project on.
The Protocol Template and Student Sample
Homework

Reading: Protocol template, *RI* Chapter 8, pp. 213-236; *WHH* 336-337

Homework: Work on refining what (based on your SOS findings) you want your qualitative research question to be. Keep 2-3 in play until you get approval by me.